Angelina Souren MSc
Independent critical thinker and researcher
with earth & life science background
For general inquiries only: +44 (0)77 2977 5974 | angelinasouren@gmail.com

SUMM ARY
Flexible, with a broad range of experiences and superb analytical skills
Tends to contribute important insights that are not often instantly obvious
Possesses awareness of cultural differences and other types of diversity
Author of a book on the new eugenics (bioethics) and a book on otherisation
Long-term target of sadistic stalking including extensive hacking

So now I can HELP YOU stop stalking before it starts
Dutch national (EU) who has lived and worked in the Unites States
Often served as a catalyst and bridge-builder prior to her move to England
Earth & life scientist with prior background in tourism & hospitality in bustling Amsterdam
Has good legal insights (successful as a LIP) and knows a few things about rehabbing wild birds

SMARTERSCIENCE
Owner since 1 October 1997
SmarterScience started out in Amsterdam, initially mainly supporting university scientists
by offering them the opportunity to outsource some of their many tasks. Angelina
accomplished this in conjunction with an international team of associates. She has
worked with a range of universities such as the University of Twente, Utrecht University,
Wageningen University and Arkansas State University (desk research, teaching,
scientific editing), Arcadis (conducting interviews and writing articles as part of newsletter
team), NATO C3 (presentation skills workshops) as well as with many other parties such
as mining companies and publishers (desk research). Later, SmarterScience transitioned
into course and book creation as well as advocacy and stalking prevention.
Angelina served as Associate Editor for the international newsletter of the US-based
Geochemical Society (1998 – 2010) and as board member as well as editor-in-chief of
the newsletter and scientific yearbook for the Environmental Chemistry (and Toxicology)
Section of the Royal Netherlands Chemical Society (2001 – 2005). Angelina was also a
board member and member of several committees of the NIMF foundation for women in
science and technology in the Netherlands (1988 – 1993). In 2002, she was a panel
member at NIMF’s 15th anniversary symposium (3rd lustrum). She’s a feminist.

University positions
University of Southampton/Plymouth – Independent desk research marine biogeochemistry (iron)
July 2003 – January 2006
VU University Amsterdam – Project manager earth science, part-time
September 1999 – January 2000
VU University Amsterdam – Information specialist mathematics, earth science and computer science, part-time
September 1998 – September 1999
University of Leiden – Guest researcher geobiochemistry
1998 (convened a conference session at the AGU Spring Meeting in Boston, with funding from Stichting Fonds Doctor
Catharine van Tussenbroek foundation)
University of South Florida (State of Florida) – Graduate research assistant marine chemistry (rare earths)
January 1994 – January 1996
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Education
STAT / NAM & APHA / Petrie Flom Center at Harvard Law School / My Life My Say / Medact | US/UK
Participant in online seminars, webinars and panel discussions related to COVID-19
See https://www.statnews.com/ https://nam.edu/ https://www.apha.org/ https://www.covid19conversations.org/
https://www.mylifemysay.org.uk/ etc. This concerns topics like health disparities, the practicalities of reopening buildings after
lock-downs (creating safe working conditions) and vaccine efficacy but also depression among young people and long Covid.
The NAM/APHA sessions qualify for continuing education credits for health professionals.
2020 – present
HarvardX, Harvard Law School on EDX | US
Participant in law and bioethics courses
2014 – 2016
Taking the Lead | Portsmouth, UK
Graduate of NCFE-accredited advanced learners course in community leadership
(TakePart context, sponsored by Portsmouth City Council)
2011
SENSE research school, Wageningen University, the Netherlands
Participant post-doc course "Speciation and Bioavailability
September 2002
VU University Amsterdam in conjunction with Royal NIOZ | Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Extra diploma for marine science research
1993 (rare earth elements in the Southern Ocean, Antarctica; class-100 clean-lab hood, ion chromatography, ID-TIMS)
VU University Amsterdam | Amsterdam, the Netherlands
MSc earth sciences, with distinction
1993 (geology: geochemistry, petrology, isotope geology, structural geology, fieldwork in several countries)
Served on joint Studium Generale Committee of the science departments.
Netherlands School of Journalism (HMN) | Utrecht, the Netherlands
Certificates for two evening courses (PR, free-lance journalism)
1993
(The above is a selection.)

Retail etc.
Portsmouth, UK
Wrote an extensive business plan for developing empty buildings into mini malls offering a superior shopping experience and
a minor community hub role.
Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Temped at various businesses, mainly while a student, at Dirk van den Broek supermarket, food and drinks kiosk at
Amsterdam’s central train station, order-taking at dairy company Melkunie, a garden centre etc. and law firm CliffordChance.
Worked at Amsterdam Tourist Office and at a Holiday Inn De Boelelaan (front office) prior to enrolling at university.
Heerlen, the Netherlands
Worked school summers picking fruit and working at an office products store. Helped out at father’s own retail business.
Eldest of three daughters; mother passed away aged 42 after long illness (metastasised breast cancer).
(The above is a selection.)
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